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Abstract—The concept of reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS)-assisted transmission, where phases of reflected signals
are adjusted in an effective arrangement, has been recently put
forward as a promising solution for 6G and beyond networks.
Considering this and the undeniable potential of index modu-
lation (IM) techniques, an RIS-based space shift keying (SSK)
scheme is proposed in this letter to maintain all inherent
advantages of both RISs and SSK. Specifically, a mathemati-
cal framework is presented by using a maximum likelihood (ML)
detector for the calculation of the average bit error rate (ABER).
Extensive computer simulation results are provided to assess the
potential of the proposed RIS-based SSK system and to ver-
ify the theoretical derivations. The obtained results indicate that
the proposed scheme enables highly reliable transmission with
unconventionally high energy efficiency, however with the added
cost of increased receiver complexity.

Index Terms—Beyond 5G, 6G, error performance analysis,
index modulation (IM), maximum likelihood (ML) detection,
reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), space shift keying (SSK).

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE has been a quantum leap in the spectral efficiency
of wireless networks over the last few decades. It is fore-

seeable that the fifth generation (5G) standard, which uses
frequency bands above 6 GHz, offers more flexibility in system
design, thanks to various technological advances such as mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and millimeter
wave (mmWave) communications.

Although future 6G technologies may simply seem to be the
extension of their 5G counterparts, the immense jump to higher
frequency bands, including the Terahertz (THz), requires an
actual re-engineering of the whole system [1]. New user require-
ments, completely new applications and epochal networking
trends of 2030 and beyond will certainly bring more challeng-
ing engineering problems. Hence, devices, transceivers and
network-related technologies need to be designed and/or opti-
mized for these very-high frequency bands. In addition to this,
providing high performance wireless and mobile connectivity
to all users, in an energy, spectrum and cost-effective manner
is one of the key challenges of 6G [1].
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Since new technologies are approaching with rather rapid
footsteps and users expect better and more versatile services,
researchers relentlessly keep exploring the potential of recent
advances such as index modulation (IM) and THz commu-
nications for 5G and beyond [2], [3]. Among these novel
schemes, the emerging IM concept, which has been widely
recognized by both academia and industry over the past few
years, uses the indices of the available transmit entities to
convey additional information bits in rich scattering environ-
ments [4]–[6]. For instance, spatial modulation (SM) as an
IM-based method, utilizes the index of an activated trans-
mitter (Tx) antenna to convey extra information [6]. This
unique property allows SM to strike a favorable trade-off
between spectral and energy efficiency. It additionally cancels
out any inter-channel interference at the receiver (Rx), while
simultaneously solving synchronization problems [7].

Researchers have also recently focused on controlling the
propagation environment to increase the quality of service
and/or spectrum efficiency, inspired by the idea of intelligent
meta-surfaces [8]. Regarding the concept of reconfigurable
intelligent surface (RIS), artificial thin films of electromagnetic
and reconfigurable materials are embedded into environmen-
tal objects/walls and controlled intentionally by a software to
boost the signal quality at the Rx [9]. Indeed, an RIS only
reflects the incident signal with an adjustable phase-shift, with-
out requiring a dedicated energy source, decoding, encoding,
or retransmission via a large number of small, low-cost, and
passive elements on it [10]. Although reflect-arrays do not
buffer or process any incoming signals, useful signals can be
enhanced by optimally controlling the phase shift of each ele-
ment of the reflect-arrays [11]. Furthermore, RIS performance
is dampened neither by noise amplification nor by the effects
of self-interference, as reflectors are not affected by such
impairments [12].

Considering these aspects, the RIS concept substantially
differs from the existing MIMO and amplify-and-forward
(AF) relaying paradigms. The potential of an RIS-assisted
IM system to ensure high spectral efficiency (SE) at low
SNR values was proven in [13], and it was shown in [14]
and [15] that RISs provide significant gains in energy effi-
ciency compared to conventional relay-assisted communica-
tions. Moreover, since the elements of RISs are passive, no
RF chains are needed for them and thus the cost is much
lower compared to that of active antennas for the AF relay
requiring transmit RF chains [16]. All these advantages allow
RIS-assisted communications to stand out as a promising and
practical field of research for beyond 5G.

In this paper, the potential of IM-based transmission through
an RIS has been investigated in terms of error probability
and complexity while maintaining the inherent advantages
of both IM and RIS. Specifically, an RIS-based space shift
keying (SSK) scheme is proposed not only to provide an ultra-
reliable and energy-efficient transmission, but also to avoid the
synchronization and interference problems by exploiting the Tx
antenna indices. An analytical framework, confirmed by exten-
sive computer simulations, is provided by utilizing maximum
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Fig. 1. RIS-assisted SSK system model.

likelihood (ML) detection and calculating the average bit error
rate (ABER) of the proposed system. An asymptotic approx-
imation is also derived to gain useful insights. Additionally,
the effects of the number of reflecting elements, blind phases,
channel phase estimation error and path loss on the overall
system performance are investigated depending on different
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

An RIS-based SSK transmission scheme, where the RIS is
effectively used as a reflector in a dual-hop (DH) communica-
tion scenario with Nt Tx antennas at the source (S) and one
Rx antenna at the destination (D), is considered in this let-
ter and illustrated in Fig. 1. In this regard, SSK is realized at
the Tx side by mapping the incoming bits into the index of a
specific Tx antenna, indicated by i. This antenna is activated
for transmission and conveys the unmodulated carrier signal
generated by S to the RIS to be reflected to D. Assuming that
the RIS has N simple and reconfigurable reflector elements,
hl ,i and gl represent the channel fading coefficients between
i th Tx antenna of S and the reflectors of the RIS, and the
reflectors of the RIS and the receive antenna of D, respec-
tively, where l = 1, . . . ,N and i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nt}. Additionally,
hl ,i and gl follow zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution
with variance σ2.

According to the general ray-tracing (GRT) model in [17],
it can be assumed that all the scattered and diffracted sig-
nals are included in the small-scale fading model, and that the
reflections are caused by an RIS laid on the ground. Assuming
that the distance, d, between S and D is far greater than the
sum of the ground clearance of S and D, the travelled distance
of the reflected signals as well as the direct path component
can be approximated to the distance between S and D [17].1

Considering all these assumptions with unit gain antennas,
and noting that an unmodulated carrier signal is being con-
veyed through just one specific Tx antenna with SSK, the
received power, Pr , can be written in terms of the transmitted
power, Pt , as Pr ≈ Pt (N + 1)2(λ/4πd)2, where λ being
the wavelength.2 Ignoring the direct path propagation yields
a received power of Pr ≈ PtN

2(λ/4πd)2. Here, it can be
concluded that the direct path would not have a major effect
on the performance of the proposed system for large N, i.e.,
N � 1. Hence, it has not been considered in this letter. On
the other hand, when taking the path loss effects into account,
σ2 would depend on its value. Here, it is worth noting that an
RIS can be viewed as a specular reflector if it is large enough
(for example if both its length and width are 10 times larger
than the wavelength) according to geometrical optics [9]. The
experimental measurements validated that the free-space path
loss of RIS-assisted wireless communication is proportional
to (d1 + d2)

2, as given here, under the scenario of specular

1d ≈ ld ≈ d1 + d2, where d1 and d2 represent the distance between the
Tx and the center of the RIS, and the distance between the Rx and the center
of the RIS, respectively, while ld is the length of the direct path.

2λ = c/f , where c is the speed of light and f is the operating frequency.

reflection in the near field3 broadcasting case. Otherwise, it is
proportional to (d1d2)

2 [18].
The concept of RIS-based SSK is discussed in the following

sections by considering two different implementation scenarios
based on the knowledge of the channel phases at the RIS.

A. Intelligent RIS-SSK

In this scenario, the RIS is assumed to be controlled by
a communication software to specify the reflection phases in
such a way that the SNR at D is maximized. For this case,
the received baseband signal at D is written as:

y =
√
E

(
N∑
l=1

hl ,ie
jφl gl

)
+ n, (1)

where E is the transmitted signal energy, n is the zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise term with variance N0, φl is
the adjusted phase for the l th reflector of the RIS and i is the
selected Tx antenna index. By defining hl ,i = αl ,ie

−jθl,i and
gl = βle

−jψl , the instantaneous SNR at D can be calculated
from:

SNR =
E |∑N

l=1 αl ,iβle
j (φl−θl,i−ψl )|2

N0
. (2)

Here, it is easy to show that this SNR value can be maxi-
mized by eliminating the channel phases.4 In other words, φl is
adjusted as φl = θl ,i+ψl with the help of the RIS that has the
knowledge of channel phases θl ,i and ψl . Please note that this
models the best-case scenario, in which the RIS also acquires
the information of the activated Tx antenna index, which might
be possible for the case where S is in the near field of the RIS.
It is assumed that the channel state information is provided for
the RIS via a communication software. Considering this, an
ML detector, which determines the index of the activated Tx
antenna, is designed for the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme as5:

q = argmin
i

{∣∣∣∣y −
√
E

(
N∑
l=1

αl ,iβl

)∣∣∣∣2
}
. (3)

It is worth noting that more than one phase should be
adjusted for each reflector of the RIS to cancel the channel
phases in the case of multiple antennas at the Rx side, as con-
sidered in [13]. However, it would not be a practical scenario
for this design since the reflector elements can be set at just
one specific phase for each reflection.

B. Blind RIS-SSK

The strategy of maximizing the SNR value by adjusting
phases for the reflectors cannot be implemented in this case
because the RIS has neither channel nor activated Tx antenna
index information. Compared to the intelligent case, this mod-
els the worst-case scenario in terms of system performance.
The RIS is exploited just for the blind reflection of the unmod-
ulated carrier signal assuming that φl = 0◦ in (1) for all l. For
this blind scheme, an ML detector performs the detection of

3When the distance between the Tx/Rx and the center of the RIS is less
than 2A

λ , the Tx/Rx is considered to be in the near field of the RIS, where
A denotes the total area of the RIS [18].

4This can be verified by the identity |∑N
a=1 zaejξa |2 =

∑N
a=1 z2a +

2
∑N

a=1
∑N

b=a+1 za zb cos(ξa−ξ), which rises to maximum when ξa = ξ
for all a [13].

5In the case where the CSI cannot be acquired at D, the greedy detector
utilized in [13], which simply detects the selected Tx antenna as the one with
the highest instantaneous energy, can be useful.
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the activated Tx antenna index as follows:

q = argmin
i

{∣∣∣∣y −
√
E

(
N∑
l=1

hl ,igl

)∣∣∣∣2
}
. (4)

Note that multiple antennas can be considered at the Rx for
this case, since φl does not depend on l.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, analytical derivations are presented for the
calculation of the theoretical ABER of the proposed RIS-
based SSK schemes over Rayleigh fading channels for both
intelligent and blind transmission cases.

A. Performance of the Intelligent RIS-SSK

Assuming the selection of the Tx antenna i and its erroneous
detection as q , the conditional pairwise error probability (PEP)
of the intelligent RIS-SSK is obtained by using the decision
rule in (3) as follows:

Pe = Pr{i → q |G} = Pr
{
|y−

√
EGi |2>|y−

√
EGq |2

}
, (5)

where Gi =
∑N

l=1 αl ,iβl , Gq =
∑N

l=1 αl ,qβle
−j (θl,q−θl,i ),

and Pr{·} denotes the probability of the event.
After some mathematical operations, (5) can be written

as Pe = Pr{D > 0}, where D = −E |Gi − Gq |2 −
2�{√E (Gi−Gq )n

∗} is a complex Gaussian random variable
(RV) with mean μD and variance σ2D , while n∗ is the com-
plex conjugate value of n. Noting that μD = −E |Gi − Gq |2
and σ2D = 2EN0|Gi − Gq |2, the conditional PEP can also
be calculated using the well-known Q-function from Pe =

Q
(√E |Gi−Gq |2

2N0

)
. Here, by denoting B = Gi −Gq , it can be

expanded as follows:

B =
N∑
l=1

βl (αl ,i − αl ,qe
−j (θl,q−θl,i )). (6)

By defining β = βl and α = αl ,i − αl ,qe
−j (θl,q−θl,i ) in (6),

it can be observed that β and α are independent RVs. At this
point, the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) can be advantageously
used for a sufficiently large number of reflecting elements.6

According to the CLT, B follows the Gaussian distribution with
a mean value of μB = Nπ

4 and a variance value of σ2B =
N (32−π2)

16 regardless of the distributions of its components.7

In order to find the average PEP (APEP), the following
should be calculated:

Pe =

∫ ∞

0
Q

(√
Eλ

2N0

)
fλ(λ)dλ, (7)

where λ = |B |2. Utilizing the moment-generating func-
tion (MGF) of λ, which follows the non-central chi-square
distribution, the APEP is obtained as:

Pe =
1

π

∫ π/2

0
Mλ

(
− E

4N0 sin
2 η

)
dη, (8)

6By convention, sample sizes equal to or greater than 30 are deemed
sufficient for the CLT to hold.

7If X and Y are independent RVs, Var{XY } = Var{X}Var{Y } +
Var{X}E2{Y }+E2{X}Var{Y } and E{XY } = E{X}E{Y }. Besides,
if R follows Rayleigh distribution, E{R} =

√
σ2π/2 and Var{R} =

σ2(4 − π)/2, where σ2 denotes the variance of the Gaussian RVs that
generate R.

where Mλ(·) is the MGF of λ, which is defined as Mλ(t) =(
1√

1−σ2
B t

)
exp

( μ2B t

1−σ2
B t

)
.

Considering that the maximum value of sin η is 1, (8) can
be upper-bounded to gain insights into the behavior of the
intelligent RIS-SSK scheme in terms of error probability as:

Pe ≈ 1

2

(
1+

NE (32−π2)
64N0

)− 1
2

exp

⎛
⎝ −N 2π2E

64N0

1+
NE(32−π2)

64N0

⎞
⎠. (9)

This expression reveals interesting as well as important points
summarized in the following remarks.

Remark 1: Assuming that NE
N0

� 3 in (9), the APEP value
becomes proportional to:

Pe ∝ exp

(−N 2π2E

64N0

)
. (10)

It is clear from (10) that incredibly low APEP values can
be achieved by increasing N, owing to the N 2 term in the
exponential form, even if the SNR (E/N0) is relatively low.

Remark 2: Considering the high SNR values, an asymptotic
approximation can be derived by using (9) for the APEP as:

Pe ≈
(
NE (32− π2)

16N0

)− 1
2

exp

( −Nπ2

32− π2

)
. (11)

It can hence be inferred from (11) that the error probability
reduces exponentially with increasing N for high SNR values.
On the other side, increasing the SNR also decreases the APEP
value; however, this reduction is relatively small due to the
exponent being −1

2 .

B. Performance of the Blind RIS-SSK

The ML detector performs the detection of the activated
antenna by using the detection rule given in (4) for the blind
RIS-SSK. Assuming that the Tx antenna i has been activated
for transmission, although it is detected as q at D, the PEP is
calculated from:

Pe = Pr
{
|y −

√
EKi |2 > |y −

√
EKq |2

}
, (12)

where Ki =
∑N

l=1 hl ,igl and Kq =
∑N

l=1 hl ,qgl . Following a
similar analysis, the conditional PEP can be written as Pe =

Q
(√E |Ki−Kq |2

2N0

)
. Here, it is defined that δ = gl and Ψ =

hl ,i − hl ,q , which are clearly independent RVs, Ki − Kq =

C =
∑N

l=1 δΨ. According to CLT, C follows a zero-mean
Gaussian distribution with a variance of σ2C = 2N .

Noting that |Ki −Kq |2, which is equal to |C |2, follows the
central chi-square distribution, the APEP can be obtained for
the blind RIS-SSK as follows:

Pe =
1

2

(
1−

√
2N (E/2N0)

2 + 2N (E/2N0)

)
. (13)

C. Average Bit Error Rate (ABER)

It is paramount to mention that the ABER is equal to the
APEP for binary signaling, i.e., while Nt = 2. For the general
case of Nt > 2, the following union bound can be used to
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS SUMMARY

calculate the ABER value [13]:

Pb ≤ Nt

2
Pe , (14)

which considers the fact that the APEP is independent of
activated antenna indices, and identical for all pairs.

IV. DETECTION COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

In order to assess the computational complexity, the real
multiplications and summations required for the detection
procedure are counted. Considering (3), the complexity of
the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme is obtained as N + 3 real
multiplications and N + 1 real summations. On the other
hand, (4) is utilized to obtain the complexity of the blind RIS-
SSK scheme with similar calculations, and it is concluded that
4N + 4 real multiplications and 3N + 2 real summations are
needed in order to detect the activated transmit antenna.

The results of the complexity analysis are summarized in
Table I, where M and S denote the real multiplications and
summations, respectively. The complexity of the conventional
SSK [19] is included for comparison as well. Maintaining
the assumption of N � 1, it is evident from this table that
the conventional SSK is the simplest method, while the blind
RIS-SSK is the most complex one. Moreover, the process of
adjusting the phases of the reflecting elements at the RIS pro-
vides a significant gain in complexity compared to the blind
scheme, especially for a rather large number of reflectors.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, extensive Monte Carlo simulations are pro-
vided to investigate the error performance of the proposed
RIS-based SSK scheme in the context of both intelligent and
blind transmission cases. The simulation results are verified
by analytical results, and compared to reference schemes.
The SNR is defined as E/N0, while Nt is assumed to be
2 and any path loss effect is neglected with σ2 = 1, unless
otherwise stated.

The error performance of the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme
is presented for different numbers of reflecting elements in
Fig. 2, where an AF-aided SSK scheme that includes a con-
ventional N-antenna AF relay instead of an RIS structure
is also considered. As seen from this figure, the proposed
system achieves very low ABER at extremely low SNR val-
ues with increasing N. It is confirmed by Fig. 2 that the CLT
approximation, which is utilized during the derivation of the
theoretical APEP, is considerably accurate since the analytical
and simulation results match perfectly for N ≥ 32. Clearly, the
performance enhancement of the intellgent RIS-SSK scheme
is far greater than that achieved by using the reference AF-
SSK scheme with increasing N. It is observed that doubling
the number of reflectors ensures 6 dB (four-fold) gain in the
SNR while achieving a target ABER value at the waterfall
region of the RIS-SSK, and this can be easily substantiated
with (10).

In Fig. 3, the ABER performance of the intelligent RIS-SSK
scheme is compared to the traditional SSK, in which the data

Fig. 2. ABER performance of the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme with
increasing N (left) and comparison with AF-aided SSK scheme (right).

Fig. 3. ABER performance comparison of the intelligent RIS-SSK with
traditional SSK (left), and the intelligent RIS-DH scheme proposed in [10]
for N = 64(right).

is transmitted from S to D without an RIS. It is observed that
the intelligent scheme provides considerably better results. For
instance, the proposed system with N = 16 reflecting elements
has approximately 30 dB (thousand-fold), and even more with
increasing N , SNR gain for ABER = 10−3. The exact ABER
is in compliance with its upper-bound, which is derived in (9).
On the other hand, the ABER curves of the intelligent RIS-
SSK have a waterfall region as well as a saturation region.
At this point, note that this figure confirms both Remarks 1
and 2. In Fig. 3, the intelligent RIS-based SSK scheme is
also compared to the intelligent RIS-based DH communication
system proposed in [10] in terms of error probability. It is
known that the SE of DH transmission is calculated by log2M
for M-ary modulation and it is equal to log2Nt for the SSK
design. Considering this, it is observed that increasing the SE
from 2 bps/Hz to 6 bps/Hz costs approximately 12 dB loss
in SNR for the RIS-DH design, while it costs only 2 dB for
the RIS-SSK. Hence, it can be concluded that the intelligent
RIS-SSK method is considerably more energy-efficient for the
systems that require high SE, such as 6G technologies, with
the cost of an increased number of Tx antennas.

Fig. 4 is provided to give insights about the performance of
the blind RIS-SSK. Analytical ABER curves are also included
in the same figure to check the accuracy of the theoretical
findings. It is shown that the RIS-SSK exhibits 12 dB better
results than the traditional SSK when N = 16, and even bet-
ter for higher numbers of reflecting elements. Although the
performance enhancement of the blind RIS scheme is paral-
lel to the traditional method with an incresing number of Rx
antennas, it provides 15 dB SNR reduction. Furthermore, con-
sidering both Figs. 2 and 4, it can be concluded that making
the RIS-SSK intelligent by adjusting reflector phases enables
a target ABER at incredibly lower SNR values.

The efect of path loss on the traditional SSK is compared
to the intelligent RIS-assisted SSK in Fig. 5. The power loss
of the received signal is presented for both on the left. The
given results here are obtained for 28 GHz, which is one of the
well-studied mmWave bands in [20] and provides λ ≈ 1 cm.
Assuming an element spacing of λ/2, the total area of the RIS
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Fig. 4. ABER performance of the blind RIS-SSK and traditional SSK
schemes for varying N with Nr = 1 (left), and varying Nr with N = 32
(right).

Fig. 5. Path loss effect on the intelligent RIS-SSK and the traditional SSK.

is defined as A = N (λ2 )
2. Accordingly, the far field boundary

is calculated as 0.64 m, 1.28 m and 2.56 m for the N values of
128, 256 and 512, respectively. Then, the RIS is assumed to
be located at d1 = 0.6 m under the scenario of specular reflec-
tion in the near field. It is observed that doubling N provides
6 dB better results for the proposed scheme, which is defi-
nitely more robust to the path loss effects than the traditional
SSK. On the right, the ABER performance of the intelligent
and traditional schemes is also compared with increasing N
considering the path loss effects by adjusting σ2 = (λ/4πd)2

for different frequency values. Obviously, the path loss has
serious destructive effects on both systems. However, increas-
ing the number of reflecting elements of the RIS remarkably
enhances the system performance, and this proves the poten-
tial of RISs for beyond 5G technologies. Nonetheless, the path
loss effect is a clear challenge for future technologies, which
will be using higher frequencies, as the ABER performance
degrades with increasing frequencies.

Lastly, the performance of the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme
in the presence of channel phase estimation errors is presented
in Fig. 6. The phase error at the RIS is modelled as a
zero-mean von Mises variable, whose concentration parameter
κ captures the accuracy of the estimation [13]. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, even imperfect knowledge of the ideal phase shifts
can be useful. For instance, when κ = 2 (for which the distri-
bution is broad) the gap to perfect channel phase information
is of about 3 dB, while for κ = 5 (more accurate estimation)
this value reduces to 1 dB.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel RIS-assisted IM concept, which provides ultra-
reliable communications through the strategic adjustment of
the RIS reflector phases, has been proposed in this letter
as a potential, and rather promising candidate for future
wireless communication networks. Extensive computer sim-
ulations, confirmed by the analytical derivations, reveal that
the RIS-based SSK scheme achieves very low error rates with
unconventional energy efficiency, making it evidently supe-
rior to the reference designs. Additionally, the RIS-based SSK
scheme may also avoid the need for complex coding methods

Fig. 6. ABER performance of the intelligent RIS-SSK scheme in the presence
of channel phase estimation errors (purple: N = 32, blue: N = 64, red:
N = 128, green: N = 256).

to provide reliable communications, since it can be utilized
effectively even at extremely low SNR regions. The develop-
ment of new algorithms to make the RIS intelligent when it
has partial channel state information, remains an interesting
future research direction.
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